
The Prodigal Son returned, and Carson Wentz was able to lead the Eagles past the Indianapolis 

Colts by a score of 20-16. On a rainy Sunday afternoon, the Eagles didn’t look their best; 

however it was enough to come out of Lincoln Financial Field with a close win after Jacoby 

Brissett’s hail mary was unsuccessful as time expired. Here are my 10 takeaways from today’s 

game as the Eagles look toward a road game in Tennessee as they take on the Titans. As always, 

let me know what you think in the comments: 

1. Pesky penalties: The Eagles racked up 110 penalty yards on 10 penalties. While the 

running game performed well, the Eagles had 42 less penalty yards than total rushing 

yards (152). It’s been a similar theme for the Eagles all season: big penalties negating 

offensive gains or bailing out the opposing team’s offense. The Eagles desperately need 

to clean this up because these are self-inflicting daggers. The Colts had plenty of 

penalties too (11 penalties for 77 yards), but they seemed no where as destructive as the 

Eagles. Fortunately, the Eagles seemed to get some more favorable calls down the 

stretch, but this is a major area they need to target as they have racked up 266 penalty 

yards this season.  

 

2. King Carson’s triumphant return: It seemed like almost seconds after the Eagles loss 

to the Buccaneers, everyone and their brother knew that Carson Wentz would be 

returning. It was something amazing the see him back on the field and recovered safely 

and healthily. Wentz came out firing on his first drive this season. He was able to march 

down the field and convert a North Dakota to South Dakota touchdown finding Dallas 

Goedert in the endzone for 6. The first couple passes were interesting to note as Carson 

looked determined as ever to return to glory and had plenty of heat on his passes. Wentz 

finished the day 25/37 for 255 passing yards, a touchdown, and in interception. He was 

also stripped for a fumble. Wentz finished the day with a rating of 84.9. He looked 

impressive, not perfect, but impressive. 

 

3. Run Game: With Jay Ajayi and Darren Sproles out, Corey Clement, Josh Adams, and 

Wendell Smallwood had to step up in a major way. The run game did look strong today 

and was a vital component to the offense. The trio of Smallwood, Clement, and Adams 

tallied up 56, 56, and 30 yards respectively on 32 combined carries. The run game is 

crucial to the offense as it will take pressure off Wentz and allow him to find his groove. 

The delayed handoff and the run out wide proved to be effective. Smallwood proved to 

be a feisty back who refused to go down and Clement and Adams helped add depth to a 

very talented running back core. The running backs stepped up, and although they were 

held out of the end zone, they helped catalyze the offense. Look to them to become more 

established and play an integral role in the offensive success, especially in its state of 

lacking a dominant WR’s. 

 

 

4. You’re a wizard Carson: In case you couldn’t tell, Carson Wentz tore his ACL last 

season. I say this because it looked like he was never hurt at all. Carson’s arm is 

impressive and crucial to the long bomb the Eagles offense lacked with Foles, but his 



mobility is his X-factor. There were two notable plays in today’s game where Wentz 

escaped the pocket and was able to keep the play alive with his agility and creativity. He 

was able to allow the offense to develop more and create plays downfield, where with 

Foles it would be a sack or throw away. His agility allows the offense to be more 

effective and present his weapons with more opportunities and it was something the team 

missed, like that impressive sideline dive for a 1st down. 

 

5. Weather: It’s no easy task to go from playing in a 100+ degree real feel in Tampa Bay to 

a cold, rainy 60-degree day in Philadelphia. The rain was a downpour the entire day and 

was a constant deterrent the entire game. It played a role in the way the offenses ran and 

on the special teams end. Elliot missed a 55 yarder in the first half and rain played its role 

in his miss.  

 

6. Colts Capitalize on Turnovers: The Colts were able to capitalize on a Carson Wentz 

fumble and interception scoring a field goal on both. These turnovers could have been 

deadly, however the defense stepped up big and kept them out of the endzone. This 

shows 2 things: Carson’s rust and the defensive ability. Carson isn’t perfect, and the 

interception was a sloppy throw, however he isn’t expected to be 100% ready. It shows 

he still has potential to grow even after a good first performance. It also shows the 

defensive ability to bunker down and be a solid unit. After getting the ball inside the 

Eagles 30, the Colts offense, with weapons like Eric Ebron and T.Y. Hilton, were unable 

to find pay dirt. 

 

 

7. TE- Totally exercised: 21 of Carson Wentz’s 37 targets were to his TE’s (Goedert, Ertz, 

and Perkins). The TE’s racked up 156 receiving yards and proved to be Wentz’s go to 

options. With the swirling questions about who effective targets for the Eagles would be, 

Wentz made it a priority to get them involved. The offense was able to thrive behind the 

performances on dynamic TE’s who can block and catch as well. Look for these big 

bodied TE’s to play a significant role in the offense while the team struggles to find an 

identity at WR. 

 

8. Punt Returns: Corey Clement, while he looked impressive as a back, gave me a heart 

attack every single time he fielded a punt. I think he muffed every single one and one was 

almost deadly. Clement almost looked hesitant or unsure when he was back there. 

Granted, the weather was of no assistance, but he needs to be ready to field when his 

name is called. One more turnover could have been the difference between 1-2 and 2-1. 

 

 

9. Do we have a WR: The TE’s took care of the WR duties today while the WR core was 

almost silent. Nelson Agholor had 4 catches for 24 yards while newly acquired Jordan 

Matthews reeled in 21 yards on 2 catches. I was expecting Matthews to have a big day, 

but I was sadly mistaken. The Eagles still need to find their identity at WR after Wallace 

was placed on IR and Alshon was held out again. Look for Agholor and Matthews to 



bounce back after another week with Carson Wentz healthy. The Eagles will need to 

establish themselves sooner rather than later as they can’t rely on only TE targets. 

 

10. Predict the future: Carson finally has his first game under his belt and although it isn’t 

the overly dominant performance we all would have loved to see, it’s the reality we 

needed to see. Carson is still going to make mistakes and although sometimes he looks 

otherworldly, he still is human and will make certain mistakes. It’s a part of growing with 

the team and developing as a player after injury. There was debate on First Take last 

week about what would be considered a successful season for Wentz. Popular answers 

were a playoff win, or even a Super Bowl berth, however I don’t even think he needs to 

get that far. I would be satisfied if Wentz can end the season healthy. I don’t want Wentz 

overly exerting himself to the point of injury; he is way to valuable long term. I want the 

Eagles to be able to find their identity and stay healthy because early injurie have plagued 

the team enough already. 
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